solving the conservation equations for parameter ranges 105 < Rq < 3 x 105, 0 < Rr < 1.1, 100 < Le < 600, 1 < v r < 20, 0.3 < A < 3 by a Galerkin finite element method over a two-dimensional domain with various geologically relevant boundary conditions. The mixing time (tmi x) is defined as the time required for the intensity of segregation to decay to a certain value. Magma mixing occurs by complex time-dependent flows with numerous flow reversals associated with local unmixing events superimposed on a larger time scale process in which the intensity of segregation decays to zero. For parameters within the ranges investigated, /mix is roughly proportional to Vrt/2Let/2Rr 2Rq .1 for the heating from below scenario. For values of vr, Le, Rr, and Rq appropriate to natural systems, this relationship gives a range of mixing times from about one tenth to 10 times d2[•;, implying that both well-mixed and heterogeneous magmas will be commonly observed in nature. Mixing times are at a minimum for equant bodies, while for silllike bodies, mixing is inhibited by the formation of multiple cells of different composition in the horizontal. Assimilation and fractional crystallization geochemical models that assume "wellmixed" magma bodies may be grossly misleading. A viscous (i.e., crystal laden), large (d -5 kin) magma body heated weakly from below and initially strongly chemically stratified will remain unmixed for several Ma. A large-volume, thermally well-connected basaltic body will mix rapidly (103-104 years). Because flow reversals may occur in dynamic mixing (Rr > 0), crystal distributions within convecting magma bodies will be different from those predicted assuming steady state velocity fields. Flow reversals cause significant temporal variation in the heat supplied to the roof of the chamber; these may be important in explaining episodic phases of hydrothermal alteration. In sill-like magma bodies (A > 2), multiple cells of distinct composition may persist for geologically significant time periods. Finally, our simulations show that the dynamics of double-diffusive convection can impart complex patterns of composition through time and space in magma bodies. The concept of the length scale of the heterogeneity is an important part of this paper which we will return to when convective magma mixing is discussed in quantitative terms.
. Evidence of magma mixing is observed in both plutonic and volcanic rocks across the entire compositional range relevant to petrogenesis, although composite lava or mixed pumice provides the only unequivocal evidence of the process [Green, 1988] . Presented in Table 1 is a summary of the many different kinds of heterogeneities which can be caused by magma mixing, Of particular note in Table 1 is the wide range of characteristic length scales of the heterogeneities.
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The concept of the length scale of the heterogeneity is an important part of this paper which we will return to when convective magma mixing is discussed in quantitative terms.
The quantitative study of convective magma mixing is complicated by uncertainty about most of the potentially critical factors. These include, for instance, the transport properties of the mixing magmas (e.g., viscosity, chemical diffusivities), the relative importance of chemical diffusion versus shear and normal strain during mixing, the role of chemical and thermal buoyancy, the configuration of the magma interaction, and very important, the boundary and initial conditions of the system. Consequently, the goal of this work is to investigate a few specific and plausible scenarios for convective magma mixing within a chamber and to develop a quantitative relationship between the "goodness of mixing" (discussed below) and the parameters of the problem.
The goodness of mixing refers to two conceptually distinct measures of the composition field: (1) the scale of segregation and (2) the intensity of segregation [Danckwerts, 1952] . The linear (or volumetric) scale of segregation refers to the size spectrum of the compositional heterogeneities. In Table 1 , for example, the length scale given corresponds in a general way to the linear scale of segregation, which is rigorously defined in a later section. For the moment, one may ignore the effects of chemical diffusion and consider the evolution of the size spectrum of the compositional anomalies (i.e., the clumps of melt of different composition) through time. At the outset, the two components occupy distinct regions of space; the action of convective mixing is to reduce the size of the compositional anomalies through time. A crude analogy is the behavior of caramel swirls in an otherwise homogeneous batch of vanilla ice cream. If the swirls break up, the average size (say, volume to the 1/3 power) of the caramel swirls is reduced during stirring. The second aspect of the goodness of mixing refers to the intensity of segregation. Without diffusion, the vanilla ice cream and caramel swirls will always remain distinct; at any location in space and time, either pure vanilla ice cream or pure caramel is found. In this case the intensity of segregation is constant and remains at its maximum value throughout the mixing event. In reality, however, diffusion plays a role once the sizes of the caramel swirls have been reduced to diffusive length scales. In this case, the composition of fluid at some position and time will be intermediate between the two pure mixing components, and therefore the intensity of segregation is reduced.
The above formalism facilitates the quantification of convective mixing. In the two-dimensional simulations presented here, mixing occurs by both diffusion and shear and normal strains induced by convection in a magma body which initially consists of a layer of silica-rich magma above a more marie magma. We shall refer hereafter to the two magmas as being silicic and mafic, although nothing specific is implied about their silica contents; all that is implied by these terms is that at the same temperature, the silicic magma has lower density than the mafic magma.
Because of the action of normal and shear strains, the average size of entrained clumps decreases through time although not uniformly. The silicic melt in the upper layer has higher viscosity and lower density relative to marie melt at the same temperature. Hence a tendency to resist deformation and entrainment also exists. The mixing history is consequently directly related to the competition between thermally driven convective motions which tend to homogenize melt and gravitational forces associated with compositional buoyancy which tend to maintain a segregated compositional field. Chemical diffusion plays a role in the Although one may incorporate many of the important "'"'"'"'"-"""'""-'"-'-'""'" complexities of magma body evolution such as ::2"::::2:2:2:2:22::2:22::::22222:'-222:::: crystallization, conjugate hydrothermal convection, and time dependent boundary conditions into the current generation of simulation studies (and some of these complexities will be introduced below) the immediate goals of this paper are to (1) discuss the geological motivation for the magma mixing scenario investigated, (2) establish quantitative criteria of practical use to the petrologist for describing the goodness of mixing of any magma, (3) show how the rate of mixing of an initially completely segregated, melt-dominated, compositionally zoned magma body depends on the transport and thermodynamic properties of magma, the shape of the magma body, and the choice of boundary and initial conditions, and (4) discuss some of the important petrologic implications of this work.
Finally, it should be noted that there is little hope of understanding the dynamics of mixing of a theologically complex fluid (i.e., magma) in an irregular container of constantly changing shape and size (i.e., a magma chamber) in which simultaneous assimilation, crystal fractionation, and magma replenishment may be occurring without first understanding a few simple cases. For even if one knew the exact physical properties and boundary and initial conditions appropriate for natural magmatic systems, present limitations in computing power would prevent the exact numerical simulation of the system. Starting with a simplified mixing scenario, we will study the effects of various physical properties and boundmy conditions on the convective mixing process. Our results will be useful as a guide to future simulation work on systems more closely resembling natural magma bodies.
GEOLOGIC SETtING
The model magma body investigated in this study is based on inferences drawn from many detailed volcanological, petrological, and geochemical studies of ash flow magmatism [e.g., Smith, 1979; Hildreth, 1981 enthalpy. Perhaps other magma bodies are thermally disconnected, in which case they cool out the floor in addition to cooling out the sides and roof. We have investigated both types of boundary conditions in this paper, although most of our results are for the heating from below case. In either case, convection and subsequent convective mixing are inevitable results of the emplacement of magma into cooler surroundings. The model magma body considered in this study is melt dominated, of fixed aspect ratio (A = w/d, where w is width and d is depth of the chamber) with rigid walls, and initially has a horizontal, compositionally buoyant cap. Initially, the upper one-fifth of the body consists of viscous silicic melt; the remaining portion consists of less viscous mafic component. The 1:4 ratio of silicic to mafic magma was chosen arbitrarily to provide more mafic than silicic magma. The initial temperature profile in the body is either linear or steplike. With the objective of investigating how long it takes for the body to mix by convection, the system is "turned on" at t = 0 and the temporal development of the velocity, temperature, and composition fields is followed for various imposed fluid, boundary, and geometric conditions. The volume and bulk composition of magma within the body do not change during the mixing process. Assimilation and fractional crystallization are not taken into account, although as indicated above, it is possible that these processes may give rise to the composition field taken here as the initial condition. The impermeability of the chamber margins was chosen to isolate the effects of internal convective dynamics from the additional complexities of mass transfer across the boundaries of the system. Several of the many possible thermal boundary conditions have been investigated. In all cases, we consider cooling out of the roof of the body. In most cases, the roof of the chamber defines an isotherm, taken to be the solidus temperature of melt of granitic bulk composition. This ignores latent heat effects and solidification and melting at the chamber roof. In other cases, a constant heat flux out through the roof consistent with the notion of conductionlimited cooling is imposed. Cooling through the roof, independent of any other thermal condition on any other boundary, will result in natural convection if the cooling is of sufficient magnitude. The style and vigor of convection will depend, however, on the thermal conditions imposed on the lateral and bottom margins. We have investigated the convective mixing resulting from cooling through the roof with heating from below, and cooling through the roof and sides with heating from below, and cooling through all four boundaries (roof, sides, and floor).
To simulate thermally well-connected magmatic systems, we impose a heat flux along the floor of the body. If a time-dependent heat flux is used, as may be appropriate for episodic influxes of hot magma, an arbitrary periodicity, difficult to justify a priori, is introduced by the form and magnitude of the heat flux function. In the mixing of a dynamically active component by convection, periodicity associated with reversals of flow occurs naturally. In order to learn about these natural periodicities, it is advantageous to impose a constant heat flux in the bottom. We experimented with a basal heat flux which was dependent on the square root of time and found, as expected, the mixing time was a bit longer than for the constant heat flux case. For most of our work, a constant heat flux into the chamber is imposed through the floor of the body. In this way, the flow reversals and other time-dependent dynamic features observed are intrinsic to double-diffusive convection and not artifacts of arbitrarily chosen time-dependent boundary conditions. Also, it should be noted that the initial temperature profiles in the body cause the convective mixing in the heating from below scenario to be a net cooling problem; the total heat content at steady state in the body is about one-third the initial heat content.
To simulate thermally disconnected magmatic systems, several calculations were made with cooling out all surfaces of the body. Again, mixing is slower in this scenario.
However, it will be shown in a later section that the difference between mixing times for the case where there is cooling out all margins and for the case where there is cooling only out the top is small. Similarly, the dependence of mixing time on fluid properties (e.g., viscosity ratio, thermal to chemical diffusivity ratio) does not seem to be greatly affected by boundary conditions, although more In Figure 3 the computational domain is shown along with the common initial and boundary conditions. The velocity field is set to zero everywhere at t = 0. The parameters appearing in equations (11)- (16) Figures 1 and 3) . We have verified that symmetry is preserved by running some cases with the full domain. Solution of the discretized versions of (18) 
Role of Magma Body Shape
The effect of magma body aspect ratio (A = w/d) on the mixing process was investigated by carrying out a number of simulations applicable to domains ranging from slot or dikelike bodies (A = 0.3) to sheet or sill-like bodies (A = 3).
An important conclusion of this study is that the mixing is strongly dependent on aspect ratio; mixing is most efficient in roughly equant (A = 1) magma bodies. zoned epicontinental pyroclastic flow systems may be m3 related to differences in basal thermal boundary conditions. m4
Exactly how the diffusivities, buoyancy ratio, viscosity L ratio, magma body shape, and various thermal boundary V conditions will act together to affect the convective mixing L* process at high R q, R r • 1 is not known. Qualitatively, it oe(r) appears that the mixing time is approximately proportional R*(r) to Rq'•Rr2Le•/Zv? 2. Caution must be applied in extrapolating I from limited simulation studies due to the highly nonlinear r character of double-diffusive convection. However, in light of the preponderance of zonation effects in volcanic deposits Subscripts and plutons, it does appear that the magmatic and the b geometric properties of some magmatic systems will act to w inhibit magma mixing. AFC modeling studies in which melt r is assumed to be homogeneous at all times and at all m locations within a body are poor approximations to s petrologic reality when t•mix > 0.5. There is no reason to av believe, furthermore, that simple (e.g., linearly zoned or mix multiply layered) patterns of composition will always 0 prevail. Indeed, our results suggest just the opposite; complex patterns of composition through time and space are the rule rather than the exception. 
